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Abstract
Purpose:
This paper presents an automatic image based tool for character lines recognition of
automotive profiles.

Method:
A novel Matlab program scans automotive pictures on the web recognizing the wheels and
the main feature lines.

Result:
The system can scan a large dataset of existing or concept car models using image search
engines.

Discussion & Conclusion:
Taking advantage of the formal topology of automotive profiles the wheels are used as main
reference for character lines extraction. The algorithm detects wheelbase, roof, waist and
accent line with a good level of confidence. The collected data can be used for statistical
studies and to define the character of a car design.

1 Introduction
Automotive industry requires a high level of innovation
in aesthetics in order to compete in a global market full of
similar products. Car designers must create new forms
which fulfil the strict constraints from engineering, safety
and aerodynamics. This complex challenge can be faced
only by exploring a very large number of concept designs.
Common practice in car design is to prefer manual (pen
or pencil) to digital and computer assisted tools. This is
mainly due to the intrinsic freedom and ease of paper
sketches, but also because advanced computer aided
style (CAS) tools do not fully support designers during the
creation activity [1]. One of the most limiting aspect in
CAS tools is the lack of methodological and formal guides
towards the shape character definition and analysis.
Stylists use shapes to provide emotional reactions to a
generic observer. They commonly use a specific
language based on proper words and technical
definitions. In particular, the geometrical concept of a line
(i.e. straight connection between two segments) is
extended to free form curves. Therefore a slightly bended
curve is called a line with a certain amount of tension. In
this way a car design can be expressed as a collection of
lines. Due to the formal structure of an automotive design,
some specific lines called “character lines“ are present in
almost all car shapes and are easily detected by an
expert (see Fig 1).
This paper addresses the designers' work and in
particular the expression of character lines. The main aim
is to develop a novel automatic tool to acquire, recognize
and study the character lines from automotive profiles
images. This approach can help to develop a large
database of old and new designs and help the
development of new ideas by indicating the difference
with competitors, the conformity with the family feeling
(i.e. branding) and even to explore new trends.

A database could be populated starting from a
collection of digital images, available from any source, like
internet search engines (i.e. Google). The paper is
organized as follows: in the next section we describe the
state of the art of automotive style and language; in
section 3 we present the method and in section 4 we
detail the implemented algorithms, followed by conclusion
and future works.

Fig 1.

The character lines detected by the system

2 State of the art
Aesthetic design studies report several efforts to
identify the links between a product shape and its
conferred emotion [2]. These relationships have been
analysed by scientists from different disciplines:
psychology [3], computer science [4], design [5] and
engineering [6]. Suggestions have been proposed to
formalize brand identity [7], or to associate terms to a
specific character. Experiments by Van Bremen [8] show
the possibility to categorize products in classes sharing an
aesthetic character terminology.
A formalization that could be processed by a computer
program requires the identification of the relationships
between the geometry and its aesthetic characters.
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Ideally, the mapping specifies those values of shape
characteristics and the parameters that correspond to the
design model conforming to the intention.
Typically, a specific car character is obtained by
modifying a “neutral car” according to the designer’s
tastes and objectives. A neutral car is a blank vehicle
package with the engineering characteristics: wheelbase,
height, proportions and volumes. The designer adds
character lines to this blank to divide the areas and
empathize forms (i.e. sections, profiles or edges).
The most important character lines in an automotive
profile are: (i) the roof line; (ii) the waist (or belt) line and
(iii) the front and rear panel overhangs (Fig 2). The waist
line is the curve dividing the side windows and the body
side, while the overhang is the distance between the front
(rear) part of the car and the centre of the wheel. In
addition one or more curves (the accent line) can be
present just below the waist line. The accent line may be
even a light line, i.e. a curve perceived only when light is
reflected. In fact, it is a common habit for stylists to judge
the surface fairness through the reflections of a light
beam on the car body. Another important line is the
wheelbase line which is the curve connecting the wheels.

Fig 3.

Fig 2.

Main character lines of a car profile

Cheutet et al. [1] present some examples of how the
manipulation of these significant curves affects the car
character. Symmetry\asymmetry of the curves and their
inclination can influence the character (i.e. aggressive,
sportive if steep or safe, comfort).
The mapping of geometrical aspects of character lines
and perceived emotions is a rather difficult task and still
under research. A formalization of aesthetic language can
be well supported by a computer program for automatic
identification of character lines on a large number of
vehicles. The main objective of our work is to help the
acquisition of such data using a high level of automation
and the support of the world wide web, as described in
next section.

The presented method flow-chart

In the first loading phase the program requires as input
a list of images in a ASCII text file (we called file list file) .
Files can be local (e.g. hard disk working path) or web link
(e.g. an image on company website). This second option
is very useful to automatize the process: the user can
launch a image search engine (e.g. Google images) with
useful keywords such as “Lancia Y” and create the list to
be processed. Each line of the file list file (see Fig 4
contains the image file location with extension, the
resolution in DPI, and the real wheel distance taken from
car specification (i.e. producer website or technical
magazines).

3 Method
We designed our procedure with the main objective of
minimizing the user interaction. Our approach requires
the execution of five different operations in sequence: (i)
image load, (ii) wheel detection, (iii) image check, (iv)
wheel base computation and image normalization, (v)
character line recognition and storage. Fig 3 summarizes
in a flowchart each step we implemented in a Matlab
function for readability and for modularization. Each single
function is called in sequence from the main script.
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Fig 4.

Image list file example

The main program reads the images from the file list
and imports each of them into a Matlab data structure.
The images are then processed individually by an image
recognition algorithm which scans for wheel position and
main character lines. All retrieved data are then stored a
single, comma separated ASCII document. This
document can be easily imported in Microsoft Excel for
statistical analysis. In the following section we present in
detail the algorithms used by the system.
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4 Algorithms
Car images on the web can vary in a broad range:
picture size and DPI, exposition, point of view,
background texture, car paint colour, rims design, etc.
The algorithm must take advantage of the formal and rigid
structure of a car (wheels, bonnet, trunk) and avoid
human intervention to minimum. Two main algorithms
have been developed: one for wheels detection and the
second for the character lines. Both algorithms make use
of the Hough transformation. The purpose of the Hough
transform is to find imperfect instances of objects within a
certain class of shapes (as happens in real images) by a
voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried out in a
parameter space, from which object candidates are
obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator
space.
The classical definition of Hough transform was
concerned with the identification of lines in the image, but
later has been extended to identifying positions of
arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses.

4.1

Multirad: in the case of multiple radii at the same
center, this variable is used to set the tolerance with which
make the selection of the resulting concentric circles. In
the specific application we assigned multirad = 0.25.
The results of this algorithm should be filtered
according to false positives (i.e. a curved bonnet or door
handles) using the following rules:
• The centers of the wheels, have almost the same
height;
• The centers of the wheels are far no less than half of
the horizontal size of the image.
The results of this step are visualized directly on the
car picture (see Fig 5).

Wheels recognition

It is common practice for stylists to use the wheelbase
length as the reference measure in car design. In fact
wheels are the first entities to be sketched and then the
whole car is built around them. For this reason our
algorithm searches the wheels position inside the picture.
The first step is the transformation of the image in gray
scale. Then we use the Hough transform for detecting
circle patterns on the image. This feature is not present in
standard Matlab libraries (it can identify only straight
lines). We implemented the algorithm originally developed
for on-line monitoring of micro-assembly system in a cellbased optical tweezers [9]. The algorithm allows the
identification of objects from roughly circular shape. The
Hough transform is computed by taking the gradient of
the original image and accumulating each non-zero point
from the gradient image into every point that is one radius
distance away from it. The intensity of the gradient vector
field of the image is, in fact, obtained by the following
equation:
οܫሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ ൌ ൫ܫሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ െ ܫሺ݅ǡ ݆ െ ͳሻǡ ܫሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻ െ ܫሺ݅ െ ͳǡ ݆ሻ൯

4.2

Wheels position detected by the algorithm

Image validation

At this point, the algorithm checks if the image can
correspond to a valid profile of a car: Duplicates of centres
are removed (it happens because of the tires and rims
circles) and counted. If the algorithm does not find two
(and only two) wheel centres, the image is rejected. This
could happen if the image is not a car or more probably if
the picture is not a profile. A car depicted in inclined view
is discarded as it would give bad values of wheelbase and
character lines (see Fig 6).

(1)

where (i, j) is the pair of indices of the generic pixel,
ΔI(i, j) and I(i, j) are respectively the gradient vector
associated with and the intensity of the image in pixel
indices (i, j). This way, edge points that lie along the
outline of a circle of the given radius all contribute to the
transform at the centre of the circle, and so peaks in the
transformed image correspond to the centres of circular
features in the original image. Once a peak is detected
and a circle 'found' at a particular point, nearby points
(within one-half of the original radius) are excluded as
possible circle centres to avoid detecting the same
circular feature repeatedly. We apply the method
presented in [9] using optimized parameters as follows.
Rad_range: it represents the expected radius range;
this variable allows a reduction of the computational
calculations. The best result have been obtained using a
rad_range of [50 100] using standard result of Google
image search engine.
Circle_similarity: this parameter indicates the degree of
correspondence between the shape and a perfect circle.
We used a circle_similarity value = 20 to obtain best
results.
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Fig 5.

Fig 6.

4.3

A discarded image: it is not a profile view

Image resize

From exact coordinates of the centres of the wheels in
pixels we can resize the images to “normalize” the results
among the different pictures on the net (sizes and DPIs).
The scaling factor requires the real wheelbase from the
imagelist file. The resize function saves the rescaled
image in an uncompressed tiff image file.

4.4

Character lines recognition

Starting from the resized images and the recomputed
wheel positions, the last step of the algorithm uses a
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modified Hough algorithm to search for slightly bended
curves as presented in Peng [9]. The input parameters to
be optimized are the threshold value of the gradient below
which the pixels are not considered to belong to a straight
line (value=8) and the sensitivity of the search process
(value=0.01). The lines obtained from this calculation are
defined by length, slope and position. The segments are
filtered according the following two rules: (i) segments
under wheelbase+wheel_radius are discarded (actually
below asphalt); (ii) segment length must be bigger than
wheelbase*0.5. In the aggregation phase the algorithm
searches for aligned segments with similar slope. This
allows to regroup lines in longer ones (e.g. separated by a
door line).
The algorithm tries to find the main character lines
using the wheelbase midpoint as reference and searching
from bottom to top: (i) the wheelbase line, (ii) the accent
line (on some models can not exist), (iii) the waist line,
and the highest, (iv) the roof line. Finally the resulting
character lines are plotted on the image using different
colours (Fig 1).
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Data storage

For each image the algorithm writes a single text file
with the following: (i) name of car model, (ii) original
image filename, (iii) normalized image filename, (iv) the
position of the centers of the wheels in the normalized
reference system; (v) the vector containing all the
coefficients of the character lines segments and (vi) the
wheelbase length.

5 Results and discussion
The presented method has been applied to a first
group of 40 cars for a preliminary validation. The wheels
detection algorithm has been proved to be very reliable
with a 5% error and as consequence also the image
validation resulted in a good rate of false positives (3%).
The character line detection provided also good results,
as shown in Fig 7, which depicts very different cars
ranging from a city car (Smart), a sport car (BMW z4) a
premium coupe (Audi A4) and a luxury sedan (Maserati
Quattoporte).
The test showed also the need of some improvement
in the filtering section of the character line algorithm; in
fact some cars resulted in too many lines detected and
required manual selection to discern the right meaning of
each line. We are collecting a larger database of old and
new car with the idea of performing a statistical analysis.
This approach would lead to a better understanding of the
style language and define the character of a car design.

6 Conclusion and Future work
We presented an image based method for detecting
character lines in automotive profiles. A Matlab script
scans automotive pictures on the network and recognizes
the wheels and the main feature lines. The system can
scan a large dataset of car models using image search
engines.Taking advantage of the formal topology of
automotive profiles, the wheels are used as main
reference for lines extraction. The algorithm detects
wheelbase, roof, waist and accent line with a good level
of confidence. The collected data can be used for
statistical studies and to define the character of a car
design.
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Fig 7.

Comparison of different car models
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